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During the fourth quarter and full year of 2019, equity prices increased significantly. Sifter Fund NAV
increased by 4.6% and full year increase being 31.3%. During the year, Sifter exited Rolls-Royce, 3M,
Raytheon and Air Liquide due to deteriorating earnings models or consistently disappointing business
performance. Sifter also invested in two new companies: Disco and Atlas Copco, seeing that they hold a
strong competitive position.
-

Table 1: Sifter Fund performance vs Index (MSCI ACWI)

Graph 1: Sifter Fund performance (2003/06/19 -2019/12/31)

FUND PERFORMANCE
Total return since inception (2003/6). Sifter
Fund has returned 307.7% for the investors

-

Annualized return since 2003/6 is 8.9% (vs
8.4% for comparison index, (MSCI ACWI) à
The Fund has performed better.

-

Historical volatility being 11.5% p.a. (vs 12.2%
p.a. benchmark index). à The Fund is less
volatile than the index.
OUTLOOK
Global political tensions continued during
Q4 2019 and reflected on the macro.
Meanwhile, central banks took steps
towards more accommodative monetary
policy: the Federal Reserve cut interest rates
for the third time in 2019 while the ECB
restarted asset purchases. In the US,
domestic consumption supports the
economy but growth in the Euro Area is weak
and Purchasing Manager Indeces reflect low
expectations. Considering the economic
background, we do not expect a significant
macro tailwind in the near term. However,
we believe that the high-quality Sifter
businesses are well equipped to weather
storms and prosper in the long-term.

Table 2. Fund‘s monthly total returns since inception.
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CONTRIBUTORS AND DETRACTORS
2019

Q4

Lam Research Corp.
Lam Research Corporation,
which makes semiconductor
manufacturing
equipment
mainly for the memory chip sector, saw its price
increase in this quarter as the commentary from
customers and the outlook for the memory
sector turned positive. This sector has
previously suffered from overcapacity and
oversupply as the main memory manufacturers
invested too much in manufacturing capacity
between 2016-2018 which oversaturated the
market with memory chips (hard drives). The
excess has by now been mostly digested by the
end users and the memory manufacturers
expect prices, and in turn, revenues to recover
during this year which should lead to more
capital investments towards the end of this
year or the next, which in turn leads to increased
revenues and profits for Lam Research.
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing
TSMC is engaged in the
manufacturing, selling, packaging,
testing and design of integrated
circuits and other semiconductor
devices and the manufacturing of photomasks.
TSMC is a pure-play semiconductor foundry
business, focusing on manufacturing clients’
product designs. TSMC holds ~50% market
share in the foundry market where large capex
requirements are a significant entry barrier.
During the quarter, TSMC upgraded the 2019
capex guidance 40% to USD 14.5bn (~40% of
revenue) mostly driven by the stronger than
expected 5G momentum. The company guides
high capex also for 2020. TSMC kept its longterm revenue targets intact, implying double
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digit revenue growth for 2020 and 2021.
Traditionally, TSMC’s targets have been
conservative.
Disco Corp.
Disco
manufactures
precision
industrial
machinery for cutting and
grinding purposes. The products are used in the
semiconductor, electronics, and construction
industries. Disco is the market leader in wafer
and semiconductor dicing and grinding
business with ~70% market share, resulting in a
large installed base and profitable aftersales
business. In the latest quarter, net sales
declined at 12% yoy rate due to slow equipment
sales but the profitable aftermarket sales kept
operating margin unchanged at 29%. After a
period of weak demand, Disco finally guides a
qoq and yoy (+3%) upswing in next quarter
shipments, as inquiries from Taiwanese
customers have increased and semiconductor
investments in mainland China are expected to
strenghten.
Chinese
semiconductor
investments are a longer-term trend that could
intensify further due to the trade war. China is
already Disco’s largest market.
Safran
Safran S.A. is a French
multinational
aircraft
engine, rocket engine,
aerospace-component, defense, and security
company. The joint venture together with GE
dominates the narrow body aircraft engine
market with 70% market share. Large installed
base of engines secures profitable aftersales.
Safran is ramping up the production of the new
LEAP engine, while winding down the
production of CFM56 engine. LEAP is sold at a
small loss. The engine is used particularly in the
currently grounded 737MAX, which limits short
term growth outlook. The long-term outlook is
still strong and supported by Boeing’s and
Airbus’ multiyear order backlogs. Safran reports
semi-annually, next time in February 2020.
Hexcel Corporation
Hexcel
develops,
manufactures, and markets
composite materials and
engineered products. Commercial aerospace
market represents 68% of revenue. Other
markets include space and defense,
electronics, general industrial, and recreational
markets. Hexcel’s competitive position is
supported by the limited number of
competitors in the field of aircraft primary
structures, partly due to long contracts and
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certification requirements. During the quarter,
Hexcel lowered 2019 growth guidance by 230bp
to 8.3%, reflecting lower sales volume for the
737MAX along with rising uncertainty in the
global economy which impacts some of
Hexcel’s industrial markets. The grounding of
737MAX seems to merely postpone demand:
airlines are under pressure to increase capacity
and the order book for the alternative, Airbus
a320neo, is several years long. Hexcel’s midterm growth guidance for 2018-2021 remains at
6-9% CAGR while Commercial Aerospace sales
are expected to grow at 4-7% CAGR.
Cisco
Cisco
offers
networking
solutions. Approximately 60 % of
revenue comes from switches
and routers, 25% from services
and 15% from applications and security
products. Cisco recently issued a weak
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guidance for the next quarter: 3-5% yoy decline
(in contrast to 0-2% increase previously), driven
by macro. The downgrade is somewhat
consistent with the weakening momentum in
the overall IT spending. Cisco’s long-term
outlook is still positive: the company forecasts
that internet traffic increases threefold in 20172022, which should fuel the demand for
networking equipment. In that business, Cisco
holds leading market shares. Software-defined
networking is a potential disruptor but Cisco’s
vast r&d spending should help the company to
adapt. Cisco is also on track to generate 50% of
revenue from software and services by the end
of 2020 while software subscriptions recently
reached 71% of total software sales.
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SIFTER BUSINESS HEALTH CHECK

In our mind businesses are the backbone of the
economy. Stock prices are unpredictable. But
business returns are real and can be analyzed, and
to some extent forecasted by an experienced
team.
The table below presents the key performance
indicators for Sifter businesses at the end of
Q4/2019. These have been compared to the
S&P500 median. Based on the given KPIs, one can
say that Sifter businesses are of high quality.

Instead of speculating on countries, sectors, or
market timing, Sifter’s focus on searching for
quality businesses to be acquired at a reasonable
price (buy price / anticipated earnings). Currently,
Sifter Cylinder (portfolio) is invested in 28
businesses across 19 subsectors and in 9
countries.

Table 3. Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) for Sifter businesses vs SP 500.
Sifter
businesses

S&P500

ROIC

15 %

10 %

Operating margin

25 %

16 %

Sales growth

6%

4%

Net debt / EBITDA

0.5x

2.2x

Q4 2019 results*

*median

ROIC (Return on invested capital) is an important
indicator for us when following the health of a
business. We think one sign of a good company is
that it creates added value to every euro/dollar
invested in it. In Sifter portfolio, the median ROIC
of 15% for 28 businesses, is better than the median
ROIC for S&P 500 businesses (10 %).
Operating Margin demonstrates the business’
ability to make profit for every euro/dollar they
sell in products or services. Sifter companies are
clearly better (25 %) than those in the comparison
group (16%). We dislike businesses which have not
been proven to make money (Money Making
Capacity).
Sales growth is important to us, but only when the
business is making money. Sifter businesses’
median sales growth rate is stronger than that of
S&P500 companies (6% vs 4%).
If Net debt/Ebitda is high for a business but
investments are well chosen, and the business is
able pay off its debt, the debt is not a problem.
However, sometimes companies take too much
risk with debt. That might lead to financial
troubles, drawing management attention too
much on survival instead of building future
growth. Therefore, Sifter businesses are mostly
debt free.
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IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER
The views expressed in this commentary are the views of the Management Company (“the Manco”) and do not necessarily reflect the views of Sifter Fund itself. The views
expressed reflect the current views of The Manco as of the date hereof and neither the Manco nor Sifter Fund undertakes to advise you of any changes in the views expressed
herein. This commentary does not constitute an offer to sell any securities or the solicitation of an offer to purchase any securities. Such offer may only be made by means of an
Offering Memorandum, which would contain, among other things, a description of the applicable risks.
The Manco and others associated with it may have positions in and effect transactions in securities of companies mentioned or indirectly referenced in this commentary. The
Manco and/or its employees have or may have a long or short position or holding in the securities, options on securities, or other related investments of those companies.
Investment concepts mentioned in this commentary may be unsuitable for investors depending on their specific investment objectives and financial position. Where a referenced
investment is denominated in a currency other than the investor’s currency, changes in rates of exchange may have an adverse effect on the value, price of or income derived from
the investment. Tax considerations, margin requirements, commissions and other transaction costs may significantly affect the economic consequences of any transaction
concepts referenced in this commentary and should be reviewed carefully with one’s investment and tax advisors. Certain assumptions may have been made in this commentary
as a basis for any indicated returns. No representation is made that any indicated returns will be achieved. Differing facts from the assumptions may have a material impact on any
indicated returns. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance. The price or value of investments to which this commentary relates, directly or indirectly,
may rise or fall. This commentary does not constitute an offer to sell any security or the solicitation of an offer to purchase any security
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